


To make her cape you will need: 
 

Yellow poly cotton fabric  
Pink poly cotton fabric  
Light blue felt   
Yellow felt  
Sparkly embroidery thread 
 

You will need to cut out one circle piece from the blue felt 
and a lightening flash from the yellow felt. 
 

Start by sewing a zig zag pattern along the length of the 
flash with sparkly thread. 
 

Next place the lightening flash over the circle. When you are 
happy with the position pin the flash in place. 
 

Use over stitch and coordinating thread to attach the flash 
in place. 

This pattern is being offered out freely for personal use for crafters to accessorize their own 
animal creations. If you choose to sell your handmade items, as with my other patterns, 
please can you acknowledge Angela Waller at Pattern Parrot and attach a link to  
patternparrot.co.uk with finished items.  
 
If you are planning to sell more than 15 pieces a year, please contact me for notification,  my 

email address is angela@patternparrot.co.uk.  
 

Thank you for your understanding and consideration. 

 designs patterns and accessories for handmade felt animals which are 
 safety tested. Although safety joints and eyes are used in their making you are advised 

that it is  .  Of course your creations can be enjoyed by children but it is suggested 
this is done through supervised play and its highly recommended that you perform regular 
checks to avoid potential hazards.  
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Sew a line of stitching down the centre of the flash 



With the flash now made you can cut out your pink and 
yellow cape shapes. 
 

Lay your pink cape shape in front of you and place your 
flash centrally into position.  Pin into place and using a 
sparkly thread sew around the shape with a decorative 
blanket stitch. 
 

(If you wish you could use a spray fabric glue to attach the 
flash before stitching.) 
 

Once the flash is attached place the yellow cape shape 
on top of the pink piece ensuring that the flash is in  
between the layers. Pin the layers together and then sew 
with approximately 5mm seam allowance around the two 
straight edges and long curved edge. 
 

Trim the corners of your cape and turn your cape through 
the shorter neck opening. Give your cape a press with an 
iron to flatten the seams. 
 

Edge your cape by running a line of stitching about 
5mm around the straight and Long curved sides. 

 

To make the tie you will need to fold and press the yellow strip in half along its length. Then 
after folding it back outwards fold each of the raw sides inwards towards the middle crease 
line as shown in the diagram. 
 

Now fold it in half again and give it a final press with an iron. You now have a bias binding 
strip which can be used to make the neck tie. 
 

Find the centre of the length of your binding strip and match it to the centre of the capes 
short curved edge. Sandwich the cape between the edges of the bias binding and pin in 
place. 
 

Continue pinning along the length of the bias strip until you reach the ends. Here you will 
need to fold in the short end about 1cm before folding it in half. This is to neaten up the ends. 
 

With your strip now pinned you can sew along the length of the strip to attach the pieces  
together. 

Fold and iron along the length of the fabric strip then fold each side inwards to make a bias strip 



You will need to cut out two mask shapes, one in pink 
the other in yellow and two small yellow lightening 
flashes 
 

After cutting out your pieces your next step is to add 
the two small yellow flashes to the sides of the pink 
mask shape. Use over stitch and co coordinating 
thread. 

Use blanket stitch to sew around the edges of the mask. 

To make her mask you will need: 
 

Yellow felt   
Pink felt  
Colour match embroidery thread 
Elastic 
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Now the front of the mask has its flashes you can add 
the yellow back. 
 

Place both of the layers together sandwiching the end 
of the elastic strap at the sides.  
 

Now using blanket stitch sew around the outer edges 
of the mask. stopping to secure the ends of the elastic 
at the sides 

After sewing around the outer edges and se-
curing the elastic at the sides you can move 
on to sewing around the eye holes. 

Add the flashes to the mask front 




